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NANUK Introduces a U.S. Minimum Advertised Price (MAP) Policy 
 

NANUK recognizes that our Resellers invest precious time and resources into promoting 
our products, providing support, educating their staff, and more. NANUK is committed to 
supporting our Resellers and maintaining the reputation of NANUK products for world-
class protection of mission-critical and valuable equipment.  

To maintain the high level of consumer confidence in the quality and dependability of 
NANUK products and the NANUK Brand, and to protect the investments of our Resellers, 
NANUK has unilaterally adopted a U.S. Minimum Advertised Price Policy (NANUK 
U.S. MAP Policy). The NANUK U.S. MAP Policy was adopted because Reseller 
advertising and sales practices which promote NANUK products primarily based on price 
are detrimental to Resellers’ quality service, support, and product knowledge and 
NANUK’s competitive position. Such practices can be harmful to the NANUK Brand, 
reputation, and competitiveness; and would allow some Resellers to take advantage of 
the hard work and investment of others. NANUK believes that practices such as these 
are unfair. 

NANUK, at its unilateral discretion, and following the guidelines of the NANUK U.S. MAP 
Policy, will not do business with any Reseller that intentionally advertises any NANUK 
U.S. MAP product below its U.S. MAP price where lawful. NANUK believes that 
monitoring and enforcement of its U.S. MAP Policy will make NANUK more competitive 
and will benefit its Resellers and consumers. Therefore, NANUK will deploy state-of-the-
art price monitoring software from a third-party provider to help identify instances of MAP 
Policy non-acquiescence.  

The NANUK U.S. MAP Policy, NANUK U.S. MAP Prices, and the product contained within 
the NANUK U.S. MAP Price List may be adjusted at its sole discretion.  

You can refer to the NANUK U.S. MAP Policy on NANUK.com. If you have any additional 
questions please email MAPadmin@nanuk.com. 

NANUK appreciates your continued support. 
 

https://www.nanuk.com/us-sales-policies.php

